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ABSTRACT. We calculate local densit ies of s tates in the randomly disordered 
binary quantum Heisenberg chain using a generalization of a recently 
developed approach based on renormalization group ideas. It involves 
decimating alternate spins along the chain in such a way as to obtain 
recursion relations to describe the renormalized set of Green's function 
equations of motion. The densities of states are richly structured, 
indicating that the method takes into account compositional fluctuations 
of arbitrary range. 

RESUMO. Calcula-se a densidade local de estados para a cadeia desordenada 
de Heisenberg usando-se uma generalização de um método desenvolvido recen
temente baseado no grupo de renormalízaçao. O método consiste na decimaçí.j 
de spins alternados na cadeia, o que permite obter relações de recorrência 
para descrever o conjunto de equações de movimento para a função de Green. 
As densidades de estado apresentam muitas estruturas, indicando que o método 
leva em curtas flutuações de composição de alcance arbitrário. 

* Work partially supported by FINEP, CNPq and CAPES. 

t Part of this work has been presented in the ICM82. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

One-dimensional(ID) disordered systems have been 

subject of continuous attention for the past decades p."]. The 

disordered magnetic chain is of particular interest due to 

recent developments in the preparation of pseudo-ID magnetic 

systems [2] which are capable of producing experimental 

information about real ID systems. A great deal of work in the 

disordered Heisenberg chain concerns the dilute magnet, in 

which magnetic and non-magnetic species are randomly distributed 

along the chain [3]. From the teoretical point of view the 

dilute case is particularly simple, since it may be solved by 

a superposition of contributions from individual segments [Aj. 

This procedure can not be attempted for chains in which all 

species are magnetic [5]; in this case the theory must be 

capable of treating consistently environmental diagonal and 

off-diagonal disorder. Analytic theories for alloys are not 

easily generalized to incorporate such types of disorder [6]. 

Whitelaw [7j has extended the coherent potential approximation 

(CPA) to the case of a general A-B magnetic alloy. His results 

for the density of states (DOS), as those of standard purely 

diagonal CPA, correspond to regular smooth curves, quite unlike 

results obtained from numerical simulations in long chains. 

In this work we apply a recently developed 

renormalization group (RG) technique for the calculation of 

the Green's function of disordered ID systems [8,9] to the case 

of a binary Heisenberg chain. The technique is based on 

recursion relations generated by successive decimation of alternate 
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sites along the chain, in such a way as to incorporate 

compositional fluctuations of arbitrary range. The method yields 

richly structured, positive definite and normalized results for 

the DOS, all states being localized. 

Recently, Hirsh and Jose [10J have also addressed 

the quantum random magnetic chain problem within a real space 

RG approach. Their approach is quite different from ours, since 

the renormalized Hamiltonian is constructed by projection onto 

subspaces of lowest energy. Our procedure involves projection 

onto a decimated lattice, followed by a configurational average 

over the occupation of decimated sites. 

2. THEORY 

We consider a chain composed of two magnetic species 

of spins Sft and S_; the ferromagnetic exchange coupling between 

neighboring spins is taken to be J».» «J.n or JBB» according to 

the interacting species. The Hamiltonian for the system is: 

H « - I J4 . Í. . S. - I h. S z 
^ ) 

where h. (h or h ) i s a (phenomenological) anisotropy f i e l d . 

The Fourier transform of the double-time Zubarev Green's function 

i s defined as [ l l j : 

S i j U ) - (4 S i Sj 72 <Si S i » z (2) 

The equation of motion for G.., at zero temperature is¡ 
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[z - Eto-l.m.m+ia G ^ = « m n + l VC*.»*«1G n (3) 
Q—ti. 

where m,n = O, ±1, ±2,... denote lattice sites and 

E(ra-l,m,ro+l) - 2 £ J(m,ra+S)S(m+5) + h(m) (4.a) 
í=±l 

V(m,m+5) = - 2J(m,ra+6) [s(m)S(m+«)j '2 (4.bJ 

Since E and V depend only on the species at sites m 

and m±ó,it is convenient to change the notation, substituting 

site indices by their corresponding species. 

Consider a configuration in which a given site (say 

0) is occupied by atom a, sites -1 and 1 by species 8' and $ 

respectively,and so on. Then (3)yields the infinite set of 

coupled equations: 

¡> - E(g'aB)]G00 = 1 + VafJ G10 + V a p f G_lo 

(5} 

[z - E(a0Y)]Glo = V o S G00 • V & 7 G 2 0 

We now eliminate alternate sites by formally 

solving (5) for G2n+i 0' I n t*ie resulting equations, we 

further perform a configurational average over the decimated 

sites [8,9] and we obtain: 

0 - E(1)(Y'aY)]G00 = 1 + V ^
} G 2 o * Vjjl G - 2 0 

(6) 

[2 - E(1)(aYl¿)3G2o - V™ Goo + Vy
(¿>G-0 

The set of Eqs.(6) for the decimated lattice has the same form 

at (5) but with renormalized parameters 
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V V 

The procedure may be repeated over and after N(~10) 

renormalizations the exchange parameters, and thus V , converge 

to zero. The relevant information about the chain is then given 
(at) 

by the fixed point E (z), which allows us to calculate the 

configurational average of the diagonal element of the Green's 

operator restricted to species a at site 0: 

GSo(z) ¿5 (8) 
00 z-El '(z) a 

The local DOS projected at a site occupied by species 

a can be evaluated from 

P (E) = - lim Iro 6* (E+in) (9.a) 
a IT n+ 0 0 

T\-*-0 

and the total average DOS per site is then 

p(E) = *APA(E) + V B ( E ) (9-b) 

where x.(*«) is the concentration of A(B) species. 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

As an illustration of the technique described above 

we present in Fig.l results for a binary chain such that 

h * 2 SB' JAA * JBB * JAB 5 J and (hA " V / 4 J S B * " 0'5' 
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In order to guarantee convergence of the recursion 

relations a small imaginary part r\, that causes the broadening 

of 6-function lines into Lorentzians, is kept in Bq.Oa). Results 

-2 
in Fig.l correspond to n s 10 in units of 4JS_ . 

a 

The average DOS per site for a pure B chain, x. - 0, 

is given in Fig.l(a). This result coincides with the exact one, 

with the divergences at the van Hove singularities at the band 

edges supressed as a consequence of the introduction of n- In 

Fig.l(b) we present the results for the DOS when 1% of A atoms 

is present. The peaks associated with the van Hove singularities 

in the pure case develop into more complex structures, and new 

features appear throughout the energy range. The peaks 

associate to the single A-impurity modes in a B-type host [12] 

are exactly reproduced, as indicated. Results for 

xA = 0.5 are given in Fig.l(c). In this case the richly structured 

DOS bares no resemblance with the pure-species DOS. The pure 

A chain esult, x = 1, is given in Fig.1(d), wnich again 

reproduces the exact result. 

The renormalization technique presented here provides an 

interpolation scheme over the entire concentration range which is 

exact in the pure and dilute limits, yielding positive definite 

results for the DOS. On the other hand, in the intermediate 

concentration range our results are less reliable . This is due 

to the fact that the disrr.dered Heisenberg chain is equivalent 

to an environmental disorder problem in a general tight binding 

Hamiltonian and for this type of disorder, only the zeroth and 

first moments are exactly reproduced in the present approximation [13,14]. 
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The configurational averaging procedure used in the 

present work has been shown to be equivalent to a virtual 

crystal approximation on a renormalized Hamiltonian. More accurate 

averaging techniques may be employed in comection with the 

renormalization procedure [l3]; in particular, a renormalized 

analogue of the CPA is being developed. This would provide an 

accurate scheme for the treatment of the Heisenberg problem over 

the entire concentration range. 

Finally, it should be noted that the present method 

is easily extended to incorporate markovian short-range order 

[93,i.e., tendency towards formation of a binary compound or 

towards segregation. To our knowledye, such type of disorder is 

not treated within the CPA, and it may yield interesting 

properties for systems in which this effect is present. 
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FIGURE CAPTION 

Figure 1 - Average local densities of states calculated for 

a random binary chain with S. = 2S_, J.- = J ™ = 1 A B AA BB 

= J,^ = J and (hA - h>/4 JSU = -0.5 for the 
AB A D n 

indicated values of the A-species concentration. 

In (b), the arrows indicate the positions of the 

single Impurity modes, which are exactly reproduce'! 

here. 
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